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Abstract: In the area of 3D digital engineering and 3D digital geometry processing, shape simplification is an important task to
reduce their requirement of large memory and high time complexity. By incorporating the content-aware visual salience measure
of a polygonal mesh into simplification operation, a novel feature-aware shape simplification approach is presented in this paper.
Owing to the robust extraction of relief heights on 3D highly detailed meshes, our visual salience measure is defined by a
center-surround operator on Gaussian-weighted relief heights in a scale-dependent manner. Guided by our visual salience map, the
feature-aware shape simplification algorithm can be performed by weighting the high-dimensional feature space quadric error
metric of vertex pair contractions with the weight map derived from our visual salience map. The weighted quadric error metric is
calculated in a six-dimensional feature space by combining the position and normal information of mesh vertices. Experimental
results demonstrate that our visual salience guided shape simplification scheme can adaptively and effectively re-sample the
underlying models in a feature-aware manner, which can account for the visually salient features of the complex shapes and thus
yield better visual fidelity.
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1 Introduction
Large scale sampled data of complex highly detailed shapes always exhibits a large proportion of
redundant information due to the uniform sampling of
common 3D automatic scanning devices (Luebke et
al., 2003; Botsch et al., 2007). Such complex 3D
models often incur some difficulties due to their requirement of large memory and high time complexity
in both shape modeling and real-time rendering
(Luebke, 2001; Luebke et al., 2003), such as rapid
prototype reconstruction in industry design, remote
transmission in virtual reality, and real-time performance in digital entertainment. To overcome these
difficulties, shape simplification and re-sampling
schemes provide some efficient solutions for shape
*
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modeling and rendering tasks (Luebke, 2001; Xiao et
al., 2009; Miao et al., 2012a; 2012b). In particular,
feature-aware shape simplification techniques satisfy
the need for maintaining intrinsic shape features with
high visual fidelity during the data reducing operation
(van Kaick and Pedrini, 2006).
By incorporating the visual salience measure into
the shape re-sampling operation, a novel salience
guided mesh simplification technique is presented in
this paper. The relief heights of complex shapes are
extracted robustly, and the content-aware visual salience map can then be calculated in a scale-dependent
manner using a center-surround operator on Gaussianweighted relief heights. Guided by our salience
measure, the adaptive mesh re-sampling can be
performed during a series of vertex pair collapse
operations.
The main contribution of our work is that a novel
feature-aware shape simplification scheme is presented by pushing the influence of our content-aware
visual importance into the iterative contractions of
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vertex pairs, which yields simplified models with high
visual fidelity. We measure the contraction error by
the salience-weighted quadric error metric, which is
calculated in a six-dimensional (6D) feature space.
The feature space will combine the position and
normal information of mesh vertices. Compared to
traditional simplification approaches (Garland and
Heckbert, 1997; Luebke, 2001), the final distribution
of sampled vertices generated by our re-sampling
scheme will be guided by the visual perceptual properties and thus reflect the visually salient feature regions of the underlying models.

2 Related work
Here, we review some related work about shape
simplification and re-sampling, especially the error
metric based techniques using a diverse set of error
metrics (Luebke, 2001; van Kaick and Pedrini, 2006).
Some classical shape simplification techniques
take the geometric distance error of the simplified
surface to the original one as a quality measure of
shape fidelity to guide the re-sampling operation.
Hoppe et al. (1993) first presented an edge contraction
operation to simplify the given shape using an energy
function to measure the simplification quality. Extending from this work, combining the colors, normal,
and texture coordinates into the simplification error
definition, Hoppe (1996) further proposed a progressive mesh representation scheme in the application of
progressive transmission for 3D polygonal models. To
restrict the maximum decimation error during the
shape simplification procedure, Cohen et al. (1996)
gave an error-controllable re-sampling scheme by
limiting the simplified model between two additional
inner and outer envelopes. As a classical vertex pair
contraction based simplification scheme, the QSlim
algorithm introduced by Garland and Heckbert (1997)
uses a quadric error metric to evaluate the cost of edge
contraction. The quadric error metric measures the
sum of the squared distances from a vertex to the
planes of neighboring triangles and can be represented
as a symmetric 4×4 matrix. Extending from the pure
geometric error metric, Garland and Heckbert (1998)
presented a generalized quadratic error metric to
simplify surfaces with vertex properties such as vertex
color and texture. Furthermore, Hoppe (1999) de-
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scribed a new quadric error metric for simplifying
meshes with appearance attributes. Wu et al. (2004)
introduced a modified quadratic error metric to define
the edge contraction cost for preserving the global
geometric features during shape re-sampling. Based
on the feature sensitive metric of polygonal meshes,
Wei and Lou (2010) also presented a featurepreserving simplification approach by extending the
quadric error to a high-dimensional feature-sensitive
metric space.
However, due to their lack of visual perception
considerations during shape simplification and
re-sampling, most of these proposed algorithms could
lose some visually salient features of 3D complex
shapes and may induce visual degeneration after a
drastic simplification (Fleming and Singh, 2009).
By incorporating the human visual system and
perception theory (Itti et al., 1998; Todd, 2004; Corsini et al., 2013) into shape simplification applications,
many perceptually driven surface re-sampling approaches have been presented in the area of computer
graphics. Owing to the psychophysical model of visual perception, Luebke and Hallen (2001) presented a
perceptually driven simplification scheme for interactive mesh rendering. Their work can also be extended to simplify a much broader class of models by
accounting for textures and dynamic lighting (Williams et al., 2003). Lee et al. (2005) introduced a
bottom-up definition of mesh saliency to measure the
region importance of meshes and also presented a
saliency-based mesh simplification scheme. Its effectiveness has been shown by incorporating mesh saliency into shape re-sampling (Howlett et al., 2005). Qu
and Meyer (2008) integrated the visual masking importance measure of visual patterns on the underlying
shape into the geometry-based QSlim simplification
algorithm (Garland and Heckbert, 1997), which makes
the approximation error less visible in areas of a
strong visual masking map. Recently, combining the
simple visual importance measure defined by vertex
curvature entropy and the traditional quadric error
metric, Xing and Hui (2012) presented a visual and
geometry-based hybrid approach for surface simplification, which could produce a simplified model closer
to the original one according to visual similarity.
The above approaches can generate simplified
meshes with some interesting features; however, they
do not consider the preservation of fine-scale relief
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details of 3D complex shapes with a lot of mesostructures during the re-sampling operation. For
complex relief surfaces, a novel content-aware visual
salience measure is defined in this paper to reflect
their visually distinctive relief details, and a featureaware simplification technique is presented for polygonal meshes by weighting the feature space quadric error metric of vertex pair contractions with a
visual perceptual measure.

3 Content-aware visual salience measure
For highly detailed 3D shapes, the abundant
geometric details, called in the literature relief textures or surface meso-structures, can always effectively guide the viewer’s visual attention in low-level
human vision (Shilane and Funkhouser, 2007; Miao et
al., 2012b; Corsini et al., 2013). For relief surfaces,
Miao et al. (2012b) gave a definition of the multichannel salience measure by combining three feature
maps, i.e., the 0-order feature map of local height
distribution, the 1-order feature map of normal difference, and the 2-order feature map of mean curvature variation. Different from the existing definitions
of mesh saliency (Lee et al., 2005; Liu et al. 2007), a
novel content-aware salience measure for complex
relief shapes is presented here using a center-surround
operator on Gaussian-weighted relief heights in a
scale-dependent manner.
Given a complex polygonal model S (always
represented as a triplet S={V; E; F} of vertices V,
edges E, and facets F), the relief height h(v) of each
vertex vV could be determined implicitly using
Zatzarinni et al. (2009)’s indirect approach. That is,
the relief height values can be estimated by minimizing the energy function:
min

 h(v )  h(v )  h(e

h (vi ), i 1,2,...,n eij E

i

j

ij

2

)  .

(1)

Here, n is the number of model vertices. The energy
function (1) can be solved using the conjugate gradient method (Press et al., 1992). Here, the height difference Δh(eij) between two neighboring vertices can
be calculated as the projection of the edge (vi, vj)=
eijE onto their average normal, that is, Δh(eij)=
(vi−vj)NB(eij), where

N B (eij )   N B (vi )  N B (v j )  || N B (vi )  N B (v j ) || .

The base normal NB(v) for each vertex v can be simply
calculated using the normalized average normal of the
base surface for its incident faces, which can be
obtained using Ohtake et al. (2002)’s anisotropic
Gaussian mesh filtering scheme.
Owing to the estimated relief height distribution,
our content-aware mesh salience measure of each
vertex can be defined using the center-surround
mechanism on surface relief height distribution on
multiple scales. In our experiments, we first search for
the neighboring vertices x within a radius of 2σ at each
vertex v and calculate the Gaussian-weighted average
of the relief height h(x) as follows:

G (h(v ), ) 



h(x )exp( || x  v ||2 /(2 2 ))

xN (v ,2 )

  exp( || x  v ||

2

/(2 2 ))

. (2)

xN (v ,2 )

Thus, the single-scale salience measure of vertex v is
calculated as the absolute difference between the finescale Gaussian-weighted average and the coarse scale
one, that is,

 (v )  G ( h (v ),  )  G ( h (v ), 2 ) .

(3)

To estimate the content-aware mesh salience on
multiple scales, we denote the vertex salience of vertex v at scale level i as ζi(v) with the standard deviation
of the Gaussian filter σi. Similar to Lee et al. (2005),
we use five scales σi{2ε, 3ε, 4ε, 5ε, 6ε} to evaluate
the mesh salience of different scales, and in our practice ε is 0.15% of the diagonal length of the bounding
box for the underlying model. Finally, our contentaware salience measure s(v) of each vertex v can be
estimated by adding the salience maps at all five
scales after applying nonlinear normalization of
suppression.
Fig. 1 gives our content-aware salience estimation and its comparison with the traditional salience
measure for the Mountain relief model (Fig. 1a). The
relief height map is first extracted for different complex shapes, and our content-aware salience map can
thus be calculated using the center-surround mechanism on surface relief height distribution at multiple
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scales (Fig. 1b). Fig. 2 also shows some examples to
compare our salience map with the traditional salience
measure for Horse, Stanford Bunny, and Lion models.
Figs. 1c and 2c show Lee et al. (2005)’s mesh saliency
estimations, and Figs. 1d and 2d show Liu et al.
(2007)’s mesh saliency measure for different models.
In contrast to Lee et al. (2005) and Liu et al. (2007)’s
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mesh saliency definitions, our content-aware salience
map can effectively illustrate the visually salient
geometric details and highlight some meso-structures
of underlying relief shapes that always attract the
viewers’ visual attention.
4 Visual salience guided shape simplification
4.1 Motivation of our simplification scheme

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1 Visual salience map for the Mountain relief model
(a) Original model; (b) Our salience map; (c) Lee et al. (2005)’s
salience map; (d) Liu et al. (2007)’s salience map

(a)

(b)

As an effective measure of low-level human
visual attention, our proposed visual salience map of
complex shapes can influence which part of a given
model the user will look at and pay more attention to.
Obviously, these visually salient surface regions
should be effectively preserved by introducing
smaller simplification errors and achieve high visual
fidelity during the shape re-sampling operation.
However, the visually less important regions could be
simplified and represented by few triangles to satisfy
the rate of the simplification budget, because the
simplification error in these regions will be less noticed by the user.

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2 Visual salience map for Horse, Stanford Bunny, and Lion models
(a) Original model; (b) Our salience map; (c) Lee et al. (2005)’s salience map; (d) Liu et al. (2007)’s salience map
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Here, our content-aware salience map is introduced as an importance measure of relief mesostructures for complex shapes, and a salience guided
shape simplification scheme can be performed by
weighting the high-dimensional feature space quadric
error metric of the vertex pair contractions with our
visual salience measure.

According to the quadric error metric analysis
(Garland and Heckbert, 1997; 1998), the high dimensional quadric error metric can be determined as the
squared distance of vertex v to the 2D super-plane

  (p, q , r ) (Fig. 3), that is,
2

D 2 (v ,  )  d 2  v  p  [(v  p)T e1 ]2  [(v  p)T e2 ]2

4.2 Visual salience guided feature-aware simplification

 (v T  p T )(v  p)  (v T  p T )e1e1T (v  p)

can be obtained in the 6D feature space and an orthonormal basis of the 2D super-plane can thus be
constructed. For example, we set p as the origin of

The final error metric of vertex v can be defined as the
weighted sum of the quadric errors to its associated
2D neighboring super-plane set:

 (v T  p T )e2 e2T (v  p)
By incorporating our content-aware visual sali v T (I  e1e1T  e2 e2 T )v  2 p T (I  e1e1T  e2 e2T )v
ence map of complex models into the re-sampling
 p T (I  e1e1T  e2 e2T )p
operation, a feature-aware shape simplification technique is presented here. In contrast to the traditional  v T (I  e1e1T  e2 e2 T )v  2[(p T  e1 )e1  (pT  e2 )e2  p]T v
QSlim simplification method (Garland and Heckbert,
 p T  p  (p T  e1 ) 2  (p T  e2 )2 .
1997), we place the surface vertices in a 6D feature
space by combining their position and normal inforThus, we have the following formula for the error
mation. The reason for exploiting the 6D feature space
metric:
is that the variations of both vertex positions and
normal directions reflect the intrinsic geometric feaD 2 (v ,  )  v T A(v ,  )v  2b(v ,  )T v  c(v ,  ) . (4)
tures and thus can be regarded as a cue to guide the
adaptive vertex distribution of the simplified models
with high visual fidelity.
The error triplet in Eq. (4) can be calculated as
For each vertex v of a given 3D complex model S,
its 6D feature point can be represented as v  (vx, vy,
 A(v ,  )  I  e1e1T  e2 e2T ,

vz, nx, ny, nz)T, which combines its position inforT
T
(5)
 b(v ,  )  (p  e1 )e1  (p  e2 )e2  p,
mation (vx, vy, vz) and normal information (nx, ny, nz).

T
T
2
T
2
For each triangular facet Δ=(p, q, r) of the original
 c(v , )  p  p  (p  e1 )  (p  e2 ) .
model, a corresponding 2D super-plane   (p, q , r )

coordinates in the 6D feature space, e1 a unit vector
along direction pq , and e 2 the orthonormal unit
vector of e1 (Fig. 3).

Error(v)  v T A(v )v  2b(v )T v  c(v )
  D 2 (v ,  )Area( )


 Area( ).

(6)

For convenience, we represent the quadric error metric as triplet Error(v )  (A(v ), b(v ), c (v )) , where


Fig. 3 Computation of the squared distance of a vertex to
the 2D super-plane


 A(v )   A(v ,  )Area( )



b
(
v
)

 b(v ,  )Area( )

 c (v )   c (v ,  )Area( )



 Area( ),

 Area( ),

 Area( ).

(7)
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Now, guided by our content-aware visual salience measure, the error metric can be weighted by the
weight map  (v ) which is derived from the mesh
salience:
Error(v )  ( (v )A(v ), (v )b(v ), (v ) c (v )).

(8)

To preserve high saliency vertices with high contraction costs, the weight map  (v ) can be specified as
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Finally, using a heap keyed on cost with the
minimum weighted quadric error cost pair at the top,
our visual salience guided shape simplification
scheme will iteratively contract vertex pairs of least
weighted quadric error cost from the heap until the
simplification rate defined by the user is achieved.
5 Experimental results

The proposed visual salience guided shape simplification
algorithm has been implemented on a PC
 s (v ), if s (v )  s   s ,
(9) with a Pentium IV 3.0 GHz CPU, 1 GB memory. As a
 (v )  
otherwise.
 s (v ),
preprocessing step, based on the relief height distribution, the content-aware salience map is extracted
Here s(v) is our estimated salience measure of vertex v, for the underlying complex model. Guided by our
and s and σs denote the mean and standard deviation salience measure, our feature-aware shape simplifiof salience distribution s(v), respectively. In our prac- cation scheme is robust and effective for various 3D
tice, we use κ=50.0 and λ=1.33.
complex shapes.
During the vertex pair collapse procedure ordered by increasing the error cost, the weighted 5.1 Feature-aware adaptive simplification
quadric error metric for each potential vertex pair
By incorporating the content-aware visual sali(vi, vj) can be calculated by adding the quadrics of ence measure into the re-sampling operation, our
their end vertices:
adaptive feature-aware shape simplification approach
can be performed by vertex pair collapse, which
makes the simplified model closer to the original one
Error(vi ,v j )   (vi )A(vi )   (v j )A(v j ),
by adopting our salience-weighted quadric error met (vi )b(vi )   (v j )b(v j ),  (vi ) c (vi )   (v j ) c (v j )  .
ric defined in a high-dimensional feature space to
(10) measure the edge collapse error.
Fig. 4 shows the results of our salience guided
The optimal contraction point v* for vertex pair (vi, vj) feature-aware shape simplification for the Horse model
can be determined by minimizing the quadric error and Lion model. Figs. 4b–4d are the re-sampling recost Error(vi, vj) given in Eq. (10). Similar to Lee et al. sults obtained using our salience guided simplification
(2005), if vertex pair (vi, vj) is contracted as a new scheme with the simplification rate 80.0%, 90.0%,
point v*, the weight of contracted point v* can be up- 95.0%, respectively. Our experimental results strongly
dated as  (v* )   (vi )   (v j ). The weighted quad- demonstrate the great adaptability of our shape simplification scheme to the visually salient features of
ric error metric of point v* can thus be simply com- the underlying meshes. The sampled vertices of the
puted as
final simplified model are dense in the visually salient
feature regions, whereas they are sparse in the visually
Error(v* )   (v* )(A(vi )  A(v j )),
less salient regions or relatively planar regions.
(11)
To evaluate the simplification quality generated
 (v* )(b(vi )  b(v j )),  (v* )( c (vi )  c (v j ))  .
by our feature-aware re-sampling algorithm, similar to
the tool Metro (Cignoni et al., 1998; Miao et al.,
*
For each pair contraction (vi, vj)→v , a small group of 2012a), we measure the normalized maximum geovertices adjacent to vertex vi or vertex vj should be metric error (Eq. (12)) and the normalized root mean
connected with a new point v*, and the error cost for square (RMS) error (Eq. (13)) between the original
mesh S and the simplified version S′, that is,
these pairs should also be updated.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4 Feature-aware simplification for the Horse model and Lion model
(a) Original models; (b, c, d) The re-sampling results obtained using our salience guided feature-aware simplification scheme
with the simplification rate 80.0%, 90.0%, 95.0%, respectively


max
(S , S ) 


(S , S ) 
RMS

max vS d (v , S )
,
bb_diag

1
bb_diag

1
S



vS

(12)

d 2 (v , S ) . (13)

Here, the geometric distance error d(v, S′) means the
minimum Euclidean distance between vertex vS and
the simplified surface S′, which is approximated by
the minimum distance of the vertex to the discrete

surface sampling point sets on the simplified surface.
The scale bb_diag is the diagonal length of the
bounding box for the underlying model. Note that the
simplification rate can be easily given by the user, and
that the geometric error between the original and
simplified versions of the underlying model can be
estimated directly.
Table 1 shows the performance data and geometric error statistics for re-sampling of different
models. The quantitative error estimates, i.e., the
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Table 1 Performance data and error statistics of different models at the simplification rate of 80.0%, 90.0%, or 95.0%
Number of simplified vertices

Maximum error

RMS error

Number of
original vertices

80.0%

90.0%

95.0%

80.0%

90.0%

95.0%

80.0%

Blade

195 156

39 031

19 515

9757

0.0041

0.0055

0.0075

0.0009

0.0011

0.0021

Lion

152 807

30 561

15 280

7640

0.0060

0.0086

0.0130

0.0015

0.0023

0.0034

Mountain

131 584

26 316

13 158

6579

0.0050

0.0094

0.0112

0.0010

0.0015

0.0022

Horse

117 690

23 537

11 769

5884

0.0053

0.0076

0.0096

0.0013

0.0019

0.0028

Bunny

72 027

14 405

7202

3601

0.0069

0.0088

0.0124

0.0018

0.0026

0.0038

Hand

53 054

10 610

5305

2652

0.0071

0.0088

0.0183

0.0019

0.0029

0.0043

Model

normalized maximum geometric error and normalized
root mean square (RMS) error, are listed for each
mesh model with the simplification rate 80.0%, 90.0%,
95.0%, respectively. For example, the total number of
vertices of the original Lion model is 152 807, and
thus it will be simplified to 20.0% (the number of
vertices of the simplified model is 30 561), 10.0% (the
number of vertices of the simplified model is 15 280),
and 5.0% (the number of vertices of the simplified
model is 7640) for the simplification rate 80.0%,
90.0%, 95.0%, respectively. Using our salience
guided feature-aware simplification scheme, the
normalized maximum geometric error is 0.0060 and
the normalized RMS error is 0.0015 with the simplification rate 80.0%; when the simplification rate is
increased to 90.0%, the normalized maximum geometric error and normalized RMS error become
0.0086 and 0.0023, respectively. Furthermore, if the
simplification rate is increased to 95.0%, the normalized maximum geometric error and normalized RMS
error are 0.0130 and 0.0034, respectively. Experimental results show that the increased simplification
rate always leads to a lower number of sampled vertices in the final simplified model but a higher geometric error, as expected.
5.2 Comparisons with different simplification
schemes

Essentially, our feature-aware simplification
scheme re-samples the given 3D model by iterative
contractions of vertex pairs, and tracks the approximate error during the simplification operation. Thus,
for uniformity, we compare our scheme with only
quadric error metric based simplification approaches
for 3D meshes. The traditional QSlim approach proposed by Garland and Heckbert (1997) is a pure

90.0%

95.0%

geometry-based mesh simplification algorithm.
However, our shape simplification method will
re-sample the underlying shape in a feature-aware
manner by weighting the high-dimensional feature
space quadric error metric of vertex pair contractions
with the visually perceptual measure. We compare our
salience guided simplification approach with the traditional QSlim simplification method (Garland and
Heckbert, 1997) for the Blade model and Stanford
Bunny model, respectively (Fig. 5). Here, for the
Blade model (the total number of vertices of the
original model is 195 156), it has been simplified to
10.0% of the original vertices. For the Stanford Bunny
model (the total number of vertices of the original
model is 72 027), it has been simplified to 20.0% of
the original vertices. The adaptive vertex distribution
of the final simplified models generated by our
feature-aware simplification scheme (Fig. 5) accounts
for the salient features and thus yields better visual
fidelity; that is, the vertices of simplified models are
dense in the regions of salient features and comparatively sparse in the non-feature regions.
Moreover, Fig. 6 gives the results of using our
salience guided re-sampling scheme with different
salience maps for the Hand model. The total number
of vertices of the original Hand model is 53 054, and it
has been simplified to 10.0% of the original vertices.
As shown in Fig. 6, the vertex adaptive distribution of
the final simplified models is also affected by different salience definitions. Compared with the salience
guided re-sampling scheme using Lee et al. (2005)
and Liu et al. (2007)’s mesh salience maps, the vertex
distribution of the final model using our contentaware salience map effectively reflects the visually
salient features of underlying relief shapes and thus
yields better visual fidelity.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5 Comparison with the QSlim approach (Garland
and Heckbert, 1997) for the Blade model and Stanford
Bunny model
(a) Zoom-in view of the original models; (b) Simplification
results using the QSlim approach; (c) Simplification results
using our approach

technique is presented for polygonal meshes. To yield
better visual performance for simplified models, our
content-aware visual salience measure is calculated
using a center-surround operator on Gaussianweighted relief heights in a multi-scale bottom-up
manner. Guided by the visual salience map, our shape
simplification scheme can be performed by exploiting
the visual salience weighted quadric error metric defined in a high-dimensional feature space to measure
the vertex pair collapse error. The feature space
quadric error metric is computed in a 6D space by
combining the position and normal information of
mesh vertices. Experimental results show that our
salience guided simplification scheme adaptively and
effectively re-samples the given models and always
accounts for the visually salient features of complex
shapes.
In the future, due to our content-aware visual
salience measure, we will develop some related techniques about perceptually driven 3D shape modeling
and rendering, such as visual salience guided viewpoint selection and salience-based shape abstraction.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6 Comparison of our salience guided simplification
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(a) Our content-aware salience map and the salience guided
simplification result; (b) Lee et al. (2005)’s salience map and
the salience guided simplification result; (c) Liu et al. (2007)’s
salience map and the salience guided simplification result
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